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Abstract

A misconception about Open Source Software is that there is no such thing as an open source busi-

ness model (Letellier, 2008). This misconception has endured for a long time because the history of

the software industry has been driven by standardized proprietary software. Nowadays, more com-

panies are generating considerable revenues through Open Source Software (OSS), and the research

question we can extract from this is: how do businesses generate revenue with OSS? A comparative

case analysis of 10 B2B OSS businesses in combination with a literature review and in-depth inter-

views will answer this research question. With this research we aim to determine the success factors

of OSS business models based on empirical data by applying the Software Business Model Frame-

work. The results are formed into a blueprint and guideline for OSS focused start-ups which lead

them in the establishment of a successful OSS business. Additionally, investors can use the blueprint

as a prediction of the future of businesses. The expert-interviewees have shown several similarities

between the business models. Overall, we can confirm that the sample consists of commercial open

source businesses which apply a hybrid combination of Software Business Model components.

Keywords: Open Source Software (OSS), Business Models, Software Business Model Framework,

OSS start-ups.
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Introduction

Starting from the mid-90s, several small open source businesses changed the software industry by

offering a cooperatively produced collective good instead of proprietary software (Hippel & Krogh,

2003). Since then, there has been increasing interest among academics and practitioners in Open

Source Software (OSS) (Lee et al., 2009). Initially created by the hacker movement (E. S. Raymond et

al., 2000), the OSS phenomenon has now metamorphosed into a more mainstream and commercially

viable product (Fitzgerald, 2006) with ground rules defined by the Open Source Initiative (The Open
Source Definition, 1999). When companies recognized this new type of software as a way to gener-

ate revenue, new business models arose. OSS was starting to be used as a new business strategy to

reduce costs and make maximum profits by a large stream of software companies (Krishnamurthy,

2005). These companies became well-known by offering cooperatively produced software (Hippel &

Krogh, 2003) for free within an already existing corporate market. Due to this cooperative approach

to product development, open source is often not seen as a business approach but more as a tech-

nology model (Krishnamurthy, 2005). Nevertheless, different types of business models have been

applied where different types of stakeholders and external factors are playing a role in the start-up

phase of OSS producers, distributors and service providers. Currently, companies are focused on the

Open Source concept and create considerable revenues through open source software and services

(Krishnamurthy, 2005) but with different offering profiles. An example is Red Hat®and Linux who

not directly make money from the open source programs but price complementary services (Lerner

& Tirole, 2001). The OSS business model and its revenue logic are not always as obvious to perceive

(Androutsellis-Theotokis et al., 2011) and there is little to no research performed that looked into the

building blocks of successful OSS business models. A large amount of business literature is devoted

to the definition of a business model, but this research specifically focuses on OSS businesses and will

therefore use a more open source oriented definition of a business model and its characteristics.

Onetti & Capobianco (2005, p.224) recognize the lack of a comprehensive theoretical framework

about OSS business models and that this is due to the relative newness of the phenomena. This paper

contributes to the field by exploring the way open source businesses have entered the software ecosys-

tem and created a foundation for following companies. Additionally, knowledge is contributed to the

software business domain by looking specifically at the current business models of B2B focused OSS

businesses. A comparative case study is conducted by reviewing the business models and factors for

success of 10 OSS businesses. The business models are defined and conceptualized by application of

the Software Business Model Framework of Schief (2013). The outcomes of a literature study around

the subjects of OSS consortia, their business models, the value exchanges within them, and how suc-

cess could be measured, are used for a thorough analysis of the determinants. These interviews with

expert employees provide information about the success of these OSS businesses and will be used to

create an OSS business model blueprint and a guideline for OSS start-ups. Chapter 1 provides details

on the research approach. The literature review is performed in Chapter 2 comprising an overview

of existing business model literature, definitions of business model success and start-up strategies.

Chapter 3 is focused on the analysis of the case study. The findings section conclude with several

statements on OSS business models and offers an blueprint for OSS start-ups. Finally this research

finishes with the discussion and conclusion.
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Chapter 1

Research Approach

1.1 Problem Statement
The body of knowledge in OSS research lacks focus on the building blocks constructing business

models of successful OSS businesses. This research tries to establish the determinants that make OSS

businesses thrive by looking at previous success-stories. In this research the definition of OSS busi-

nesses as described by Bonaccorsi et al. (2006) will be used: “firms that supply, in various ways, open

source based products and services and release them under Open Source licenses.” This definition

will simultaneously be used with the Open Source Definition, originally acquired from the Debian

free Software Guidelines (see table 1.1). We aim to further investigate and build a foundation for

both OSS and business literature. Literature based on empirical data focusing on OSS entrepreneurs

is scarce. This leaves this vulnerable group of starters without sufficient guidelines while entering an

upcoming market.

1.2 Research Questions
This paper addresses the current OSS landscape where the focus remains on the business models of

OSS businesses and therefore the main research question will be: Q.1. What are the success determi-
nants for open source software business models? To answer the first research question, this research

consists of two components:

1. The Open Source market
This first component shows how the open source market is currently defined. Background stories of

the B2B OSS businesses create a foundation for the rest of the research. From there on, the comparison

of the successful OSS Businesses is initiated. To perform a comparative case analysis a classification

of business models is needed. Each business model is defined by using the Software Business Model

Framework (Schief, 2013). This “[..] comprehensive, industry-specific and standardized software

business model framework” (Schief, 2013, p.61) allows us to categorize and define the variety of OSS

business models (see section 1.3.2.3). The framework will be elaborated on for every OSS business to

create a comparable set to analyze.

2. Determinants of success
The characteristics that are being analyzed will be defined in this section and are part of the method.

The first question is answered by analyzing the outcomes of the first component and subsequently

used to create the guideline for entrepreneurs. To prove which exact combination of characteristics

has been the key to success for OSS businesses, the following question is answered: Q.2 What syner-
gies between business model characteristics create a blueprint for business success?
The answer to this question is based on the outcomes of the expert-interviews and OSS business

model focused literature. The outcomes are gathered to create a guideline for new business to use
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CHAPTER 1. RESEARCH APPROACH

and is simultaneously applied as validation of the research. The following research question will

generate an artifact usable for example investors and OSS developers: Q.3. Which factors lead to po-
tential business success for an open source business? The artifact is presented in a blueprint usable

by practitioners and is a foundation for further research.

1.3 Research Strategy
For this qualitative research, a multiple-case study is selected because it enables the exploration of

phenomena within, in this case, the open source ecosystem (Baxter & Jack, 2008). The use of a variety

of data sources ensures that the unknown field is explored to eventually determine the explicit success

determinants of OSS business models. The primary data used for this research is collected from a

comparative case study which and is backed by a literature study. Subsequently, internal validation

is performed by the interviewees.

1.3.1 Literature study
Yin (2009) states that before a case study is performed in the field, initial theory and understanding

of the theory behind what is being studied is necessary. It is known that "A thorough, sophisticated

literature review is the foundation and inspiration for substantial, useful research" (Boote & Beile,

2005, p.3). Therefore this research starts with an enhanced literature study to gain knowledge about

Open Source Businesses, their used business models, and possible success factors. The literature

study also gives an idea about the determinants of success. The literature review is presented in

Chapter 2 providing a business model analysis in a tabular literature overview covering OSS business

models. This same chapter contains the e3 value models which depicts the value exchanges between

the different stakeholders interacting around an OSS product. Additionally Chapter 2 depicts on how

the success of OSS business models could be measured and which components of the model should

be taken into consideration in the determination of success-factors. Finally, start-up strategies are

discusses to finally be incorporated in the OSS guideline.

1.3.2 Case study
The literature study is combined with a comparative case study which grounds the current dynamics

that are present within predefined settings (Eisenhardt, 1989). The source of evidence is based on

individual depth interviews (Yin, 2009) within the sample of OSS companies. The final determinants

of success rest on a comparative case analysis of the interview transcripts of 10 OSS companies which

are chosen based on pre-determined sample criteria. The case study approach is based on the three

phases of the Case Study Protocol(CSP) constituted by Pervan & Maimbo (2005) which is based on re-

search by Eisenhardt (1989). The authors describe the CSP as a guideline for data analysis containing

the procedures for conducting research an is also used as a research instrument (see Figure 1.1).

1.3.2.1 Sample Criteria

The second stage of phase one of the CSP depicts the selection of the cases where a specified popula-

tion is defined. Therefore in this section we have pre-defined sample criteria for the selection of the

cases. For case studies to give significant results, random selection of the sample is neither necessary,

nor preferable (Eisenhardt, 1989). The size of the sample for this research is controlled by theoreti-

cal and practical considerations (Robinson, 2014). Theoretically, the size of the sample influences the

generalizability of the research, therefore a big sample size (around 20) is preferable. Practically, by

convenience sampling the sample size is smaller. This is due to response time of the open source

companies and the number of interviews that have to be performed within the time constraint of this

research. The sample consists of OSS businesses that are chosen based on particular search criteria.

We are interested in companies that follow a certain quality standard in their business and share the

interest in OSS. The OSS company that fits within the sample;
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CHAPTER 1. RESEARCH APPROACH

Figure 1.1: Case Study Protocol by Pervan & Maimbo (2005) adapted from Eisenhardt (1989)

1. is registered as a company,

2. is B2B; meaning the business is providing OSS to other businesses,

3. is a software vendor; meaning it creates and offers (open source) software,

4. made the code of the software freely available,

5. hosts an open source community,

6. generates revenue.

In order to develop software under the Open Source name there are some requirements as mentioned

in the Open Source Definition as stated in table 1.1 (The Open Source Definition, 1999). This means that

besides the company criteria chosen by the authors, the companies should follow the rules set by The

Open Source Definition. Following these criteria, the sample consists of the following companies:

Project Open, Mulesoft, SUSE®, Prism, GitLab, GeoCat B.V., Typo3 GmbH, xTuple, PowerDNS and

Red Hat.

1.3.2.2 The Interview

Phase two of the CSP characterizes the iterative data collection and analysis, which in this research

starts by conducting interviews within the sample. The expert-interviews are a combination of open

questions and the predefined elements from the Software Business Model Framework of Schief &

Buxmann (2012). The interviews are semi-structured and held with practitioners in the OSS field.

The participants of the interviews are chosen because of their experiences which reflects the scope

(Cooper et al., 2006) and their ability to answer the interview questions. The interview comprises two

parts. The first part is based on 10 open questions (see Appendix A.) focused on the background of the

company, the entrepreneurial aspects and the interviewees’ view on success. These answers provide

background information about the OSS company and is used to create a guideline for future OSS

entrepreneurs. The open part of the interview was also used to give extra feedback on the questions

and the background story of the interviewee and his role. The second part of the interview is based
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CHAPTER 1. RESEARCH APPROACH

The Open Source Definition

1 Free redistribution

2 Source code

3 Derived works

4 Integrity of The Author’s Source Code

5 No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups

6 No Discrimination Against Fields of Endeavor

7 Distribution of License

8 License Must Not Be Specific to a Product

9 License Must Not Restrict Other Software

10 License Must Be Technology-Neutral

Table 1.1: Open source criteria generated from The Open Source Definition (1999)

on the work of Schief & Buxmann (2012) and gives insight in the particular characteristics of the

analyzed business models.

1.3.2.3 Software Business Model Framework

A method used to define the characteristics of software business models is the Software Business

Model Framework (SBMF) (Schief, 2013). Schief conceptualizes business models used in the software

industry and describe it in a standardized manner, gathered in a framework. The author recog-

nizes a literature gap in the field of business model concepts specifically in the software industry

and mentions that the existing concepts are limited in scope compared to the generic ones. The pro-

posed framework is trying to fill this gap but does not account for all the software industry-specific

economic properties. In their research, Schief & Buxmann (2012) state that a business model is com-

posed of a number of strategy elements, and that their model make the strategic choices explicit. An

extensive literature research resulted in 213 conceptual connections between economic properties and

affiliated software business model components. Nevertheless, their Business Model Framework was

based on the three studies of Osterwalder (2004), Morris et al. (2005) and Krumeich et al. (2012).

The concept of the business model ontology by Osterwalder (2004) is well spread in the academic

world and therefore used as a base for their framework. The other two studies are used for their

literature reviews on various business model concepts. The Software Business Model Framework is

composed of 5 groups that in turn contain 20 elements that are recommended as guidelines to charac-

terize a business model (Schief & Buxmann, 2012). The 5 groups are based on an extensive literature

research and come together as: strategy, revenue, upstream, downstream and usage. Figure C.1 in

the appendix gives an overview of the groups and their sub-components. The elements have been

empirically validated with the outcomes of expert interviews with managers of 9 software compa-

nies in Germany. The goal was to prove the comprehensiveness of the framework and therefore the

companies were chosen due to the similarity of their business models (Schief & Buxmann, 2012). The

framework will be used to analyze and perform the comparative case analysis. The use of this frame-

work enables us to compare the business models of OSS companies on the same level and define the

determinants of success. Ideas of what these determinants might look like, can be found in Chapter 3.

The SBMF will be used as a base for the practical part of the research. This means that the questions

of the questionnaire are based on the before mentioned and empirically validated 5 building blocks

of the framework. This framework is used because of its ability to classify, structure and analyze any

given software business model (Schief, 2013).

1.3.3 Analysis
The second stage of phase two of the CSP is the analysis of data within- and cross-case. The inter-

views are recorded and transcribed to eventually be analyzed with the NVivo tool (see What is NVivo?
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CHAPTER 1. RESEARCH APPROACH

for more information). The answers of the stakeholders are coded within the tool based on the cat-

egorized questions and SBMF components. With the use of this research method, qualitative rigor

is what is aimed for. Rigor is needed to establish four components as stated by Lincoln and Guba

in research by Thomas & Magilvy (2011): Credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmabil-

ity. These four components contribute to a detailed research and the ability to replicate it (Thomas &

Magilvy, 2011). This comparative case study is based on the comparison of the completed SBMFs by

assembling all of them in a single table. We use the tree-map visualization technique to efficiently use

the display space while mapping the full hierarchy of the chosen components (Johnson & Shneider-

man, 1991). The tree-maps create the foundation of an overview of similarities and differences and

will be combined with the coded answers extracted from the interviews. All-together the data is ana-

lyzed to derive a blueprint for Open Source start-ups. The data is analyzed to perform the third step

of the CSP where the findings are used to sharpen the construct definitions. Moreover, in this stage

the data is internally validated by the interviewees. Phase three of the CSP is finalized by referencing

to existing literature and closure of the research.

1.3.4 Relevance
The combination of interviews and a literature study produces qualitative data that is used to model

the determinants of success. The guideline is used as a rule of thumb of the actual determinants and

can be applied by Open Source start-ups. Gagliardi et al. (2011) determine the usefulness of guidelines

as "the syntheses of best available evidence that support decision making" and is also seen as a way

to "promote proven benefit" (Grimshaw et al., 2004, p.2). The guideline can be used to determine

the propensity for growth of OSS business models of entrepreneurs and can be used to consider

alterations in these business models. The guideline is created according to the sections from Schief

and Buxmann’s 2012 Software Business Model Framework (Figure B.1) to cover each part of software

business models. Lambert & Davidson (2013) see that most studies collect data to understand the

business model concept, but see that there is no empirical research that aims to predict firm success.

This study adds empirical data which can be applied by investors to see whether business models are

well constructed and lead to success. Additionally, inside expert information reveals information and

tips that have yet not been collected. Finally, the data extracted from the case study can be compared

and reviewed composing a blueprint for Open Source start-ups. This blueprint adds to business

model theory and is applicable by OSS practitioners.
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Chapter 2

Business Model Analysis

2.1 Business Models Defined
Business models have been in the spotlight of academics and practitioners for a long time, at least

1177 articles have been published since 1995 (Zott et al., 2011; Burkhart et al., 2011). Because of this

large amount of research, it seems impossible for academics to create one unified definition of a busi-

ness model (Morris et al., 2005; Shafer et al., 2005; Zott et al., 2011; Burkhart et al., 2011). Research

seems to use the term in a way that it particularly fits the purpose of the studies (Zott et al., 2011). The

business model concept is generally used as a management method to envision and analyze existing

business ideas and to plan future decisions (Burkhart et al., 2011; Shafer et al., 2005). Innovative busi-

ness models can disrupt a market, and continuous revision is needed to become successful (Schief,

2013). According to Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart (2010, p.205) a business’ strategy coincides with its

business model, and the business model appears as a reflection of its realized strategy. The authors

state that an observer should be able to know the business’ strategy by looking at its business model.

This shows that a business model is a powerful tool for a wide range of disciplines (Shafer et al., 2005)

and is used in this study to grasp the revenue streams of OSS businesses, contributing to specific soft-

ware business model literature. The most recent literature review on the concept of business models

is performed by Zott et al. (2011). In their research the authors found that the existing definitions

partially overlap, and that researchers find a great amount of interpretations. Their review concluded

that three phenomena are mostly used to describe business models (p.15): 1. e-business and the use

of information technology in organizations; 2. strategic issues, such as value creation, competitive

advantage, and firm performance; and 3. innovation and technology management. A consensus is

leaning towards a definition that contains value proposition and creation as the core of a business

model (Schief, 2013). Therefore this study uses the definition that contains this component stated by

Osterwalder (2004):

A business model is a conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and their rela-

tionships and allows expressing a company’s logic of earning money. It is a description of

the value a company offers to one or several segments of customers and the architecture

of the firm and its network of partners for creating, marketing and delivering this value

and relationship capital, in order to generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams.

(p.15)

The Software Business Model Framework by Schief (2013) will be used as a method to analyze the OSS

businesses and therefore it is important to decompose the definition of Osterwalder (2004) into the

components of the framework. The literature review performed by Schief (2013) indicates value as the

center of gravity in a software business model. The definitions found and analyzed for their literature

review are not industry-specific, therefore Schief (2013) addresses four key areas of business models

found in literature and specifically used for the software industry: value proposition, financials, value

configuration and customers. The combination of these four areas form a foundation of software
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CHAPTER 2. BUSINESS MODEL ANALYSIS

business models and leverage as the set of elements expressing a company’s logic of earning money

(Osterwalder, 2004, p.15).

2.2 Open Source Business Models
Despite the recognition of software business models, there is still a misconception around OSS stat-

ing that there is no business model specifically for OSS vendors (Letellier, 2008, p.6). In addition

to that, Open Source is often wrongly categorized as a solely cooperative technology approach to

product development instead of a business approach (Krishnamurthy, 2005). Nevertheless, there is

enough evidence that Open Source has evolved into a real business approach. Because OSS is dis-

tributed freely, conventional ways of generating revenue need to be adjusted. Making money with

free software may not be easy, but the challenge is not bigger than with proprietary software (Young,

1999). Businesses are constrained to develop new business models but not all OSS products are on the

same level of profit potential (Bonaccorsi et al., 2006). We have seen that in the traditional software

business models, companies provide all of the value to the customers and the revenue is realized in

return through traditional license fees (Hecker, 1999). Hecker states that in OSS business models, the

value is provided by different stakeholders like developers that are attracted to working on a project.

Therefore, OSS demands different business models that are able to leverage the potential of the open

source product (Onetti & Verma, 2008). The interest in the different types of business models for OSS

has grown, but this field has not yet been completely clarified (Onetti & Verma, 2008). There have

been a lot of attempts to classify and gather all types of OSS business models (Onetti & Verma, 2008),

but there is still no consensus. Rosenfall (2012) attempted to create a literature overview of OSS busi-

ness models categorized based on the literature of E. Raymond (1999). Because there are many ways

to generate revenue with OSS, an overview with a simple taxonomy of three components as used by

Rosenfall (2012) is mostly accessible. E. Raymond (1999, p.2) makes a distinction between two kinds

of economic value software has;

• Use value; the use value of a program is its economic value as a tool, a productivity multiplier,

works as an non-profit intermediate good.

• Sale value; the program’s value as a salable commodity, the value as a final for-profit good.

Both values distinguish several business models, two under the category "use value", five known and

two speculative under the "sale value" category. Figure 2.1 presents an overview of the OSS business

models Raymond depict in his groundbreaking research. Based on Rosenfall’s 2012 literature review

we have found additional work of researchers depicting OSS business models. The business models

from figures 2.2 and 2.3 show both differences and common characteristics. The following section

will describe the common assumptions on OSS business models as shown in the literature overview.
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CHAPTER 2. BUSINESS MODEL ANALYSIS

Figure 2.1: Business models taxonomy according to E. Raymond (1999)
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CHAPTER 2. BUSINESS MODEL ANALYSIS

2.2.1 Use-Value Models
Community Source

In the category Use-Value Funding Models we see one OSS business model that is mentioned by

Spiller & Wichmann (2002), Perr et al. (2010), Chesbrough & Appleyard (2007), Fitzgerald (2006) and

Chang et al. (2007) which is based on the Community Source. The business model "OSS develop-

ment & Community enablers" as mentioned by Spiller & Wichmann (2002) is based on two types of

actors: marketplaces and conference and trade fair organizers. Marketplaces like SourceXchange and

Cosource.com function as a matching place for potential buyers and sellers. The buyers are organi-

zations or individuals that are looking for software improvement and the seller is the OSS developer

community. The potential of the exchange is based on the assumption that many developers prefer

to decide themselves on what product they want to work on, which is impossible working as an em-

ployee. The marketplace also improves the development process by offering the provision of a project

manager and productivity tools. Additionally, demand aggregation is an acknowledged advantage,

multiple buyers with a similar problem can aggregate their funds on the marketplace to obtain a OSS

solution. Spiller & Wichmann (2002) state that till 2002 as far as known, no company in this business

became profitable. The authors see that conference organizers are the stakeholders that enhance inter-

est in OSS projects and arrange meeting opportunities for the OSS community and business partners.

The authors have seen that pure marketplaces and exchange models have failed because the value

added is possibly not sufficient to bear a business model purely on a matching function. In these

business models, revenue can solely be generated from the demand side because OSS developers are

presumably not willing to pay for the service.

Perr et al. (2010) agree on the business model where a community source or consortia of enter-

prises deliver shared OSS. They see the advantage captured from the organizational side where soft-

ware license costs are reduced by the contribution of joint development. Spiller & Wichmann (2002)

discuss that there might be an actor that drives the consortium as a leader. According to the authors,

the consortium vendors allocate a fraction of the budget for the resource commitments that are in-

volved in a shared community source projects. This business model is recognized as a "collaborative

return on investment" and many public organizations have already been involved (Perr et al., 2010,

p.448). Chesbrough & Appleyard (2007, p.65) refer to the business model categories of Perr et al.

(2010) and state that the community source business model encompass users with almost identical

needs to pool their resources and address the particular need. Fitzgerald (2006) explains companies’

duty to leverage the talents of the OSS community, which eventually will allow them to increase de-

velopment productivity and the benefit of free work. The author does not describe precisely the way

of how it is enabling the revenue models of organizations but sees it as an essential step in the creation

of an OSS business model. The community business model of Chang et al. (2007) distributes the costs

of sustaining the product/service with the creation of a community of users and industry partners.

These actors collaborate on the development work and maintenance. An example which the authors

mention is the Apache Software Foundation with its decentralized community of developers. Accord-

ing to the authors, a weakness of this business model is that it relies on community donations. Riehle

(2009) and Popp (2012) characterize the community source in the "community open source model"

Popp (2012) states that if the OSS is controlled by a community of stakeholders where even pre-sales

and sales activities are freely offered we speak of community open source (Popp, 2012). The source

code of community OSS is only available under one license, so dual-licensing is not possible. This

creates the opportunity for anyone to enter the market and generate revenue from the project without

being disadvantaged (Riehle, 2009, p.3). According to Riehle (2009), the contributors to community

OSS used to be volunteering developers and has seen a movement towards the representation of non-

profit foundations. This is also applied by one of the stakeholders in this research, where legally the

foundation is the owner of the project but since it is controlled by its members, it still represents the

community that keeps working on the project for free.
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2.2.2 Indirect-Sale Value Models
Services & Support

Originally, OSS companies focused on offering services to companies that are unable to install, im-

plement and integrate software themselves (Popp, 2012). Perr et al. (2010, p.443) state: "Among the

earliest open source business models were models focused on professional services and consulting."

Usually, requests for support are sent to OSS forums and mailing lists since this is free of charge,

but like in a lot of cases, support can also be part of an OSS business model and purchased from

a third-party provider (Fitzgerald, 2006). Koenig (2004) illustrates in his research that support and

consulting business models are being applied by many OSS companies and can be very profitable. In

the following section the authors’ perceptions and findings on service and support business models

will be discussed.

Daffara (2007), Rönnbäck et al. (2010) and Stallman (2002) listed the types of services a company

could offer: installation support, integration, training, consultancy, legal and technical certifications.

Hecker (1999) created two business model categories: "support sellers" and "service enables". Accord-

ingly, support sellers are the companies that generate revenue from media distribution, branding,

training, consulting, custom development and post-sales support (Hecker, 1999, p.49). The author

describes service enablers as companies that create and distribute OSS primarily to support access to

revenue-generating online services (p.49). Spiller & Wichmann (2002, p.48) see a variety of services

that is offered by companies with disparate experiences and backgrounds. The authors distinguish

two types of companies:

1. Companies that have a background in Linux or other specific OSS products establishing services

based on their technical and product knowledge. Examples are Linux distributors (e.g. Red Hat,

SUSE and Ubuntu) and independent OSS service companies.

2. Companies that have special process knowledge in how to provide a service related to IT in

general (e.g. KPMG, PwC and Accenture).

The OSS-related services and support Spiller & Wichmann (2002) name are: consulting, systems inte-

gration, support, maintenance, remote administration, training and application management. They

see that companies from the second type stated above, have a critical factor in their success, which is

often their level of Linux expertise. In finding success, the importance of product know-how stands

across process know-how in the separate service fields (Spiller & Wichmann, 2002). Figure 2.4 shows

the areas of success in the OSS-related service business as mentioned by Spiller & Wichmann (2002,

p.50).

Figure 2.4: Product know-how vs. process know-how (Spiller & Wichmann, 2002)

The figure shows that for strategic consulting, methodology and process know-how are highly im-

portant while product know-how is less important or can be easily acquired. In contrast, for product
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support offering companies primarily need product know-how while support process know-how can

be acquired. Spiller & Wichmann (2002) state that companies with OSS background will primarily be

successful with offering support and training, for which product know-how is important. Perr et al.

(2010) mention that service providers are the ones that smooth out the rough edges of OSS, where

immature code is not customized. The authors see that these service providers facilitate the disrup-

tion of established software markets by promoting the wide distribution of OSS (p.443). This in turn

increases the capture of customers and enables up-scaling of service offerings. Goldman & Gabriel

(2005) makes a distinction between two business models that are focused on offering service. In the

first one, the authors mention consulting services that leverage the OSS product. The second one is

focused on a service that is based on the OSS like a subscription service that updates the customers’

software with assured code (Goldman & Gabriel, 2005).

Krishnamurthy (2005) identifies Third Party Service providers as companies that have service

as their only revenue stream. The author explains that these companies are competing with the OSS

developer community to provide customer service, and are not focused on selling the product. Perens

(2005) also identifies service businesses that participate in the development and maintenance of OSS.

The author describes that service businesses create solutions which are based on the integration of

multiple OSS programs with a connecting OSS specialized for the distinct customer. Chang et al.

(2007, p.2) refer to a central support model where a central body provides robust releases and support

for OSS products that are important for the strategy of its community. To conclude this section,

the authors listed the advantages and disadvantages of a business model that is based on support

contracts. Advantages:

• It ensures long-term sales and profits because large organizations often require support for their

used software.

• It is a predictable and dependable stream.

• The model ensures a stable and large number of clients and contracts because of high subscrip-

tion renewal costs.

• Provides users more options and different levels of support for a variety of organizational needs.

Disadvantages:

• No need to pay for support because it is OSS and free information is available.

• It has to ensure a large number of already available users/ an existing base of customers that

need support or added value.

• Support architectures are easy to clone from existing ones.

Chesbrough & Appleyard (2007) indicate that the business models support, subscription and profes-

sional services can also be found in the proprietary side of the software industry. The business model

’support’ is applied when the company generates revenue by selling customer support contracts. The

authors acknowledged another business model called ’professional services/consulting’ and is based

on revenue by offering professional services, training, consulting or customization of the OSS. The

authors mention a variety of services which shows that there are many possibilities for OSS business

to generate money with this business model.

2.2.3 Direct-Sale Value Models
Dual Licensing

Companies might want to use two types of licensing side by side (Hecker, 1999) for one product,

this is called dual licensing, twin licensing or split licensing. Companies that adopt this business

model base their source of revenue for a large part on license fees and focus on the type of license

the software is being distributed under (Chesbrough & Appleyard, 2007). The company can offer

the different versions and let it depend on the class of user or the intent to distribute the software

and create derivative works (Perr et al., 2010, p.445). Koenig (2004) describes dual licensing as a

business policy that lets the customer choose between two options: a commercial license or open

source license. If the customer chooses to license the software under an open source license like the
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GPL, it allows him to sub-license the product’s source code to numerous levels of sub-licensees. This

is only possible when it is re-licensed in the source code format on identical terms (Onetti & Verma,

2008). Organizations also offer free use of the software sometimes, but adds limitations in use or a

fee. The fee is usually applied when the customer wants to use features that are not enabled in the

software under an open source license. The commercial license is available under more conventional

licensing terms because the customer does not have to publish the modifications of the source code

(Onetti & Verma, 2008). Koenig (2004, p.3) and Chang et al. (2007, p.6) discusses several advantages

of dual licensing for the organization that provides the software:

• Improved customer awareness and faster adoption.

• Stronger competitive positioning.

• The creation of a large base of users to find bugs & recommend improvements.

• High level of flexibility for users and organization.

• Allows customers to use and customize the software for further sales.

• Increases number of users and potential sales.

Some users might be happy with using the free license and providing support themselves and some

will want to create extra assets (Perr et al., 2010). According to the reviewed literature, OSS businesses

should focus on the customers that want extra assets. The Indirect- and Direct-Sale Value Models

focus on the realization of the commercial needs of customers, which is based on the vision of OSS

companies that share this commercial background. Riehle (2009) and Popp (2012) depicted this type

of companies by categorizing them under "commercial open source" businesses, meaning that the

"open source software projects are owned by a single firm that derives a direct and significant revenue

stream from the software" (Riehle, 2009, p.1). The main difference with the community source model

are the control and ownership structures built into the business models (Riehle, 2009). The next move

was towards the distribution for OSS like SUSE is doing for Linux. Currently we can find hybrid

business models where companies offer services next to a packaged OSS distribution or enterprise

versions.

2.3 Value Creation
Wieringa & Gordijn (2005) acknowledge the core of a business model to be composed of value ex-

changes which represent the offered valuable services of businesses and other stakeholders. Accord-

ing to Popp (2012) value is generated by software vendors providing OSS and the customers using

it. Riehle (2009) states that the cause of overall exponential growth of and value creation for the open

source ecosystem is the growth in number of viable OSS products. The different stakeholders rec-

ognized in the sales process of an OSS product and the value exchanges can be expressed using

the e3-value model (Gordijn & Akkermans, 2003). This model enables us to express the specific

stakeholders and value exchanges of a business model, in this case an open source business model.

Modelling the value chain with a conceptual modelling approach makes it easier to recognize the

different OSS business models and the advantages for each stakeholder that applies, and is part of

the business model. Huemer et al. (2008) describe the e3-value model as a tool which maps complex

multi-steps scenarios using the existing technique called "use case mapping". Within these use case

maps, a scenario path indicates the direction, the start and the end of a path. The start stimulus rep-

resents a specific need of an actor while it ends after the final segment of the path (Huemer et al.,

2008). Furthermore, AND- and OR forks are used to model sub-paths. Figure 2.5 illustrates the value

exchanges between the stakeholders that are recognized in existing OSS business models. The figure

shows all possible interactions and is a combination of the previous discussed models, which can be

combined into a hybrid model. The e3 value model is built on the pre-defined elements of Gordijn &

Akkermans (2003) which will be explained in the following sections.

First, the actors or market segments exchanging value in a business model are defined. Following

the guidelines of the e3 value model of Gordijn & Akkermans (2003, p.48), "an actor is perceived

by his/her environment as an economically independent (and often also legal) entity". The authors

define the market segment as a: "concept that breaks a market (consisting of actors) into segments
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Figure 2.5: E3-value model of OSS business model stakeholders and their value exchanges.

that share common properties" . The following actors and market segments are recognized who each

execute activities:

• Developers: The developers write the code as the base of an OSS product. Additionally, they

offer free support through the OSS community.

• Investors: Investors play an important role money-wise for OSS start-ups and non-profit foun-

dations offering funding for the development of OSS.

• Customers: The customers are the end-users of the OSS and purchase the product and close

services and/or support contracts with OSS vendors.

• OSS vendor: The OSS vendor providing the product, services and/or support.

• Foundation/ Association: The non-profit software foundation works as a collaboration enabler

between the OSS community and the commercial OSS vendor (O’Mahony, 2005).

• OSS community: The community operates like a hub since it directs the value directed towards

the OSS vendor, the customers and possibly an OSS foundation.

According to Gordijn and Akkermans, the activities are performed for profit or to increase its utility.

Subsequently, value objects are exchanged between the actors, which can be services, products, money

or even consumer experiences (Wieringa & Gordijn, 2005). The value ports are used to portray whether

an actor provides or requests a certain value object (Gordijn & Akkermans, 2003). These individual

value ports are grouped in value interfaces which show the specific value object the actor is supposed

to exchange. Figure 2.5 shows a value exchange between the community and the OSS vendor where

the community exchanges the value object "product" since they develop a product based on the value

object "code" offered by developers. According to Riehle (2009), the community creates the value by

developing a product for the OSS vendor leveraging a faster time-to-market and low development

costs. In return, the OSS vendor helps the community to market it and offers "product management"

to make it marketable as a professionally developed product (Riehle, 2009). Additionally, the OSS

vendor often provides a platform for the OSS community to communicate and exchange code in

order to sustain the community activities. OSS vendors might receive monetary investments from

investors in exchange for company shares. These vendors take advantage from the tight connection

with the OSS community by hiring the best developers from this community to work full-time on

their product.

The "foundation" actor offers developers several services like legal support and intellectual prop-

erty management. The foundation is a separate entity which is able to host and govern a software
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project (Rosenfall, 2012) when the vendor is offering the services to the end customer. The company

exchanges value in return in the form of sponsorships and support to both the community and/or

a foundation (O’Mahony, 2005). O’Mahony (2005, p.408) explains that assets like proprietary code,

financial resources and hardware can be donated by the vendor to a foundation, and in return some

foundation offer a membership as a sponsor with an advisory role. The same role is apparent for

investors who want to support OSS foundations by offering money or intellectual property. The cus-

tomer has two possibilities when it comes to choosing the source of support and/or services. The OSS

vendor offers paid support and/or services while the OSS community offer this for free. It is up to the

customer whether they want to sign a SLA with a vendor or to find help from the community. Here,

the foundation often works as a middle-man between the customer and the community. The OSS

community receives value from the feedback given by the customers which in turn makes it possible

to offer the users and vendor a better product.

2.4 Open Source Licensing Policies
In order to develop software under the Open Source name there are some requirements as mentioned

in the Open Source Definition shown in table 1.1 (The Open Source Definition, 1999). OSS licenses are

ones that conform to the the latest published version of this definition (Hope, 2007) which emphasizes

the key elements of "free distribution, readily available source code and the right to make derivative

works" (Kennedy, 2001, p.348). Hope (2007, p.8) determines that the owner of the OSS should: "1.

Refrain from keeping the source code secret and 2. grant an IP license to others so that they have the

legal right to access and manipulate copyright-protected aspects of the code". This means that all OSS

licences disclaim warranties and often try hard to limit liabilities (Kennedy, 2001). Kennedy indicates

that OSS licenses are different from traditional licensing concepts as it uses a license to give the user

more freedom instead of more restrictions. The choice of a OSS license is very important from both the

legal and commercial perspective (Pal & Madanmohan, 2002). The OSS license affects the business’

activities and therefore OSS business often define their business model around the selected license

(Onetti & Verma, 2008). Onetti and Verma have studied the effect of licensing on the opportunities

of funding and acquisition where potential investors are likely to inspect the business’ actual use of

OSS and its compliance with the selected license.

OSS business-owners can perceive more difficulty in choosing a license compared to proprietary

software vendors who just create custom made licenses, because they have less flexibility (Onetti &

Verma, 2008). The licensor of OSS could be a single developer, a group of developers or a corpora-

tion (Lerner & Tirole, 2005). The choice of the most fitting license is based on a complicated set of

motivations of the software owner and the preferences of the developer community (Lerner & Tirole,

2005; Krishnamurthy, 2005). According to Onetti & Verma (2008) the choice should also be based on

the business’ motivations, project characteristics, its nature and the predetermined audience-impacts.

Businesses implicitly choose a business model when they select a certain type of license for their OSS

(Onetti & Capobianco, 2005), but the question is which license directs towards a chosen business

model. This can be based on the benefits businesses choose to have. Developers usually are for the

non-commercial benefits like peer recognition and career advancement, while a lot of businesses have

commercial incentives driven by the money that could be made of OSS products and complementary

services (Lerner & Tirole, 2001).

Lerner & Tirole (2005) created a model of the available types of OSS licenses to capture the ra-

tionale behind the choice for a specific license (see figure D.1 in appendix). The authors described

all Open Source initiative-approved licenses plus some that are not approved and determined their

restrictiveness. Kennedy (2001, p.15) divided the licenses into four other categories naming: the GNU

General Public License (GPL) or "free" licenses, the BSD set of licenses, the Mozilla Public License and

at last other non-GPL and commercial licenses. The author states that the most important distinction

between the before mentioned licenses is "in the way the license addresses the issue of permitting

derivative works to be later made proprietary". These categories resemble the most used licenses

within the open source community (Fitzgerald, 2006). The choice between all the different licenses

might be hard, but the focus lies on what the licensor wants to do with the software and to decide
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whether the non-commercial or commercial incentives are more important. Additionally, the exact

differences and their business implications are difficult to grasp and often need help from legal en-

tities. Consequently Open source licenses are often subject to misinterpretation (Rosen, 2004), so for

detailed explanation we will redirect to the official website of the specific license or the book of L.

Rosen.

Onetti & Verma (2008) found cases where OSS businesses change licenses over time or even re-

move license constraints for business reasons. In these cases, the change was needed because of the

poor fit of the license with the business goals of the company. The fact that often the initial licensor is

the person who created the project, lacking a legal or business background, adds to this reason. The

patent licenses described in research by Rosen (2004) and described in this section are hardly consis-

tent with business models that are focused on selling software. The secret according to Rosen (2004) is

that "licensors can make money on what the open source doesn’t grant" (p.231). According to Rosen

it is therefore more rewarding for businesses to consider the exclusions from licenses rather than the

grants looking for new revenue streams. Kennedy (2001) states that the most important exclusion

is the trademark or brand identity, which are excluded, explicitly or implicitly, from all open source

licences. Another way of generating money based on licensing is dual-licensing or split-licensing,

as discussed in section 2.2.3. Onetti & Verma (2008) classified licenses based on the business mod-

els of OSS companies to review the correlation between a companies license and business approach.

This is done by looking at the company’s revenue drivers, ranging from license fees to services, and

the license the company’s business model is based on differentiating between copyleft, GPL like li-

censes and non-copyleft, BSD like licenses. Onetti & Verma (2008) agree on the fact that it is hard to

assign OSS businesses to specific types of business model categories, because a lot of the businesses

adopt hybrid business models. Nevertheless, the authors believe that focusing on the revenue drivers

helps to understand a business’ strategy and what its business rationale is. Comino et al. (2007, p.1)

state that "while projects distributed under highly restrictive licensing terms (like GPL) have a signif-

icantly smaller probability of reaching a stable release, applications towards sophisticated users have

a larger probability of evolving in the development status". To conclude, the Open Source license has

to be aligned with the terms of a business model of a business and its developer community which is

creates the product.

2.5 Measurements of Success
The current generation of OSS businesses is gradually focusing more on gaining competitive advan-

tage and being successful in the market. The success of OSS businesses in its ecosystem is important

because for an ecosystem to function effectively, Iansiti & Levien (2004, p.2) state that every domain

it consists of should be healthy. Despite of this recognition, success is difficult to measure, it is a sub-

jective definition (Thomas & Fernández, 2008). Nevertheless, a lot of research is performed on the

topic and many ways to measure success are constituted. Business success differs from OSS project

success since, generally speaking, the creators of the projects are not profit oriented. The success of

OSS project development is discussed by several researchers (Crowston et al., 2003; Midha & Palvia,

2012; Comino et al., 2007; Singh et al., 2008; English & Schweik, 2007; Stewart et al., 2005). Neverthe-

less, measuring success during the process of development does not encompass the impact of OSS

in the market. Therefore it is also important to review when software is successful market-wise, and

how OSS businesses became successful in the past. We need to address a combination of business

success literature and open source project success literature to create an encompassing overview of

which business models work best for OSS entrepreneurs. Successfulness of OSS businesses is a less

discussed topic in literature, therefore we will try to come to a conclusion what OSS business success

might constitute.

OSS businesses are often established within an existing open source community working on a spe-

cific Open Source project. Therefore the measurement of OSS project differs from business success.

Midha & Palvia (2012) look at the success of OSS projects and determine which factors can lead to

this. The authors explain that OSS projects evolve and transform over time, needing a longitudinally

examination of the possible success factors over time. The two measurements Midha & Palvia (2012)
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use are project popularity and developer activity in the software development context. Other researchers

measure the success of a OSS project according to community activity, like the amount of free contri-

butions (Feller et al., 2002; Crowston et al., 2006; Stewart et al., 2005) and volunteers fixing bugs or

adding features (E. Raymond, 2001). Lee et al. (2009) came to five determinants for OSS success and

emphasize the significant relationships among them. The authors conclude that software quality and

community service quality are the most important components to decide whether OSS is successful in

terms of user satisfaction.

For this research, mostly business success is relevant because of the examination of business mod-

els it the prosperity of growth of OSS businesses. Thomas & Magilvy (2011) gathered three success cri-

teria within this group: business continuity, met business objectives and delivery of benefits. Thomas

& Magilvy (2011) and Simpson et al. (2004) address that business success is hard to define because

it is determined to be multidimensional construct. Nevertheless, Thomas & Magilvy (2011) showed

that when success criteria within a business are formally defined and measured, the outcomes of

IT projects are improved over time and the resources are better applied. This research uses success

criteria as mentioned by the stakeholders and grouped them into the following categories: project

management success, technical success and business success. Vilkinas et al. (2011) created a litera-

ture overview of criteria for business success and mention subjects like customer satisfaction, making

profit and growth of benefit. Overall, financial criteria are often seen as the most convenient measure

of business success (Walker & Brown, 2004). Headd (2003) shares this idea and determines the success

of businesses by establishing the fact that the business is making profit. Business success can also be

brought back to the simple definition where it is equivalent to continued operations, or as Watson et

al. (1998) call it: survival. The author’s research showed that businesses with more resources - mean-

ing that the business is large, having employees and good financing - are more likely to survive. But

survival is not useful alone since businesses can also close while they are successful (Headd, 2003),

and using only financial criteria omits the intangible goals of business owners. Simpson et al. (2004,

p.484) argue that success determined by an outside influence lacks the relevance if the entrepreneur

does not see him/herself and the owned business as successful. Based on this idea it might be correct

to base success on whether the goals of the business are achieved or are working towards it (Beaver,

2002). This is consistent with Jennings & Beaver (1997) who state that success of small businesses is

“the sustained satisfaction of principal stakeholder aspirations”. This definition can also be applied to

medium and large businesses since success for small businesses give them the possibility of growth.

For this research we can state that business from the sample are successful based on their propensity

for growth and their met business goals.

2.5.1 Business Model Success
The determinants of success of OSS businesses is based on the success of their business models be-

cause business models are often linked to competitive advantages (Wirtz, 2011). In turn, these com-

petitive advantages lead to future business success. According to Zott et al. (2011) the performance of

businesses is positively related to business models that are novelty-centered and that are connected

with an applicable market strategy. Sanchez & Ricart (2010) see that interactive business models pro-

vide a sustainable competitive advantage because they offer value to the community. The previous

section explained how business success often is measured and this section defines what determinants

are used to create business model success. This section defines the focus point of business models

that have been successful according to academics.

Bonaccorsi et al. (2006) see that the size of the company does not explicitly favour the adoption

of Open Source and that companies in their entering phase overall combine Open Source and pro-

prietary software in a hybrid business model. Krishnamurthy (2005) states that OSS products having

the highest profit potential also have high relative product importance and customer applicability.

The author sees that these companies have large developer communities supporting the OSS com-

pany and the product while having outstanding direct and indirect marketing support. Linux is an

example that is used with high relative importance, because the product is an operating system with

high customer applicability because the product can be installed on every computer (Krishnamurthy,

2005). Additionally, Krishnamurthy mentions that certification of developers on a OSS product of-
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ten leads to strong revenues. These developers creating OSS play another important role since their

personal success is often related to business success (Walker & Brown, 2004). Schief (2013) states that

leveraging external workforce for the product development of OSS is a way for OSS companies to

foster their agility and firm growth. According to Lee et al. (2009) the individual net benefits are

also influenced by the use of OSS and its user satisfaction. The authors state that in turn, this user

satisfaction is significantly influenced by the quality of the software and the community service.

Rubenstein (2017) listed four business models that according to his study have shown to be suc-

cessful for OSS companies. The author mentions the services and support business model (explained

in previous section) and uses Red Hat as an example of a company that became successful by offering

free software while charging for the services a company often really needs. The author uses Mozilla as

an example because the Mozilla Corporation generates revenues from partnerships with big compa-

nies like Yahoo, Google and Amazon which pay big money to be included as a built-in search option

in the open source Firefox browser (Rubenstein, 2017). Advertisement partnerships are recognized

as a business model for OSS companies that are moving towards a more economical model. MySQL,

together with many other OSS companies, is an example of a large successful OSS business that fo-

cuses on paid additional features. Their two versions of the software each provide different features

focusing on whether the customer is a large enterprise; which needs extra specific features or whether

the user is non-commercial who typically does not need any extra features and therefore can use the

open source version. This "versioning" of a product is a recognized way of generating revenue (see

section 2.1 for a detailed explanation).

2.6 OSS Start-up Strategies
Business models change over time and become better as business is going well. The perfect business

model is not built in one day an start-ups might have to try different models in the first phase of estab-

lishing a business. Software start-ups often face difficulties in the initial phase because of tenacious

competition and time-pressure from the sometimes chaotic and rapidly evolving market (Paternos-

ter et al., 2014; Bosch et al., 2013). Lichstam & Johansson (2016) recognize an intersection between

start-ups and OSS since they are both sources of innovation. Start-ups are often resource constrained

(Bosch et al., 2013) and OSS offers a combination of low cost labour and innovation sources (Lichstam

& Johansson, 2016). There are several strategies for companies that want to change from proprietary

to open source software, but there are no clear strategies for start-ups that want to generate revenue

with the establishment of an OSS business. The software industry is currently experimenting with

new business models based on collective creativity as in the OSS ecosystem (Chesbrough & Apple-

yard, 2007). The ecological approach shows that new ventures are dependent on processes in the

bigger ecosystem, or also called "macro-population" (Li & Liu, 2013). The forces of the environment

have shown to be influential in new venture founding and the survival of start-ups (Fernhaber et

al., 2007). Entrepreneurs have to be attentive to new opportunities in the ecosystem to be able to

withstand in the environment (Li & Liu, 2013).

Fogel (2005) has studied how OSS is produced and which steps will lead to a successful OSS prod-

uct. The author divides the OSS development process into two tasks that need to be accomplished:

the acquisition of both 1. users and 2. developers. A known issue in open-oriented organizations

is how to attract and keep the participation of these users and developers (Chesbrough & Apple-

yard, 2007). According to Fogel (2005), the interaction between the two attends complexity to an OS

project’s initial presentation. The strategy to do so, is to reward according to the amount of time both

groups put in. The effort and reward should correlate reliably otherwise the business risks losing

the interest of most stakeholders and might stop to devote effort to it (Fogel, 2005). The presence of

interesting subjects for all parties grants the initial phase of supply of the collective good, the phase

where cooperation costs overpower benefits (Bonaccorsi & Rossi, 2003). After this first phase, more

stakeholders will see that the contribution is profitable for other stakeholders and therewith create a

virtuous circle. The collective event becomes eventually self-sustaining, creating a new equilibrium in

which the stakeholders choose to collaborate (Bonaccorsi & Rossi, 2003). The hard thing is that OSS

start-ups have to compete for contributors and acquire large groups of developers who can engage
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within the community (Chesbrough & Appleyard, 2007).

Chesbrough and Appleyard introduce a new strategy for OSS entrepreneurs called the "Open

Strategy". The authors imply the importance of finding a way to profit from innovation activities in

open initiatives and mention this can be reached through deployment, hybridization, complements

or self-service to sustain their business over time. The hybridization is recognized in research per-

formed by Bonaccorsi et al. (2006). The authors explored the entry strategies of software firms in the

Open Source field based on empirical evidence (p.2). Their study concludes that the Hybrid Business

model where both proprietary and open source license models are applied is mostly used by busi-

ness entering the OSS ecosystem. Their research showed that the orientation towards Open Source

has a positive impact on the entry phase and can be associated to the intensity of motivations that

are typical of OSS developers. To the authors’ surprise, the size of the companies does not favour

the adoption, stating that small companies enjoy more benefits of being Open Source. Chesbrough

& Appleyard (2007) add that if the open strategy is performed effectively, it will balance "the pow-

erful value creation forces that can be found in creative individuals, innovation communities, and

collaborative initiatives with the need to capture value in order to sustain continued participation

and support of those initiatives" (p.73).

Start-ups are exploratory in their first phase but have to run on tight schedules to fulfill the wishes

of funding companies and launching dates (Bosch et al., 2013). Entrepreneurs are not able to spend

years on their idea anymore while burning venture capital and figuring out the perfect strategy

(Blank, 2013). It is important for entrepreneurs to be efficient and systematic (Bosch et al., 2013) and a

strategy that recognizes this is the Lean start-up, which is seen as a less risky strategy for start-ups to

succeed (Blank, 2013). Lean is often perceived as a part of agile software development, practices that

became popular around the year 2000. Both lean principles and agile software development focus

on the strong presence of customers’ contribution and short feedback cycles used for the creation of

customer value (Bosch et al., 2013). The lean principles of failing fast and continuous learning create

quickly a minimum viable product open for customer feedback (Nobel, 2011). The strategy helps

start-ups to be efficient by minimizing development efforts while maximizing its value and system-

atically validates if the product is generating the supposed customer value (Bosch et al., 2013). It also

favors iterative design and fast creation which makes it easier for the business to move along quickly

to the market (Nobel, 2011). Entrepreneurs usually prefer technologies that can accommodate the

change in their new product and its management (Giardino et al., 2014). The lack of resources is

therefore often taken care of by the use of OSS, which is part of the original idea of Lean start-ups as

established by Eric Ries. Ries mentions that Lean is meant as low-burn by taking advantage of, for

example, open source agile software (Ries, 2008). So the use of OSS in Lean start-ups is apparent but,

the application of the Lean principles for OSS start-up businesses is not. Reviewing the principles of

Lean, we can say that it is possibly a working strategy for OSS start-ups but the lack of literature on

the application of the Lean start-up strategy specifically by this kind of businesses, leaves us without

evidence. Nevertheless, the principles are applicable in the creation of a guideline for OSS start-ups.
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Chapter 3

Case Study Analysis

Software and business literature has shown many variations of OSS business models. A comparative

case study of 10 OSS business businesses and their business models gives us empirical evidence on

what business models of successful businesses look like. This chapter consists of a description of the

interviewees, their incentives to participate in the open source ecosystem, their start-up phase and

the comparison of their business models with the use of the Software Business Model Framework of

Schief (2013). Altogether, the analysis gives us a view on the current OSS landscape and the possibility

to generate a guideline for start-ups.

3.1 The Interviewees
The sample size is constructed by certain company criteria (see 1.3.2.1). Due to time constraints it was

not possible to interview employees with the same role, and therefore differ. Due to specific business

model information the outcomes of this research are anonymised. Table 3.1 shows the profiles of the

interviewees of the comparative case study in random order.

3.1.1 Incentives
The incentives of developers to contribute to open source projects is a widely researched topic (Oreg &

Nov, 2008; Von Krogh et al., 2003; Lakhani & Wolf, 2003). Reasons range from intrinsic motivations,

self development and intellectual motivation to extrinsic motivations like better job opportunities.

The motivations of developers differ from motivations of firms, but are according to Bonaccorsi &

Rossi (2006) heterogeneous. With the right intrinsic and extrinsic motivations it is possible for en-

trepreneurs to become a successful member of the OSS ecosystem. Question 3 of the interview points

towards the reasons of companies offering OSS rather than proprietary software. This was part of

the interview because little attention is given to the motivations of firms engaging in the open source

ecosystem (Whichmann, 2002). Nevertheless, Bonaccorsi et al. (2006) performed a case study under

146 Italian open source based companies stating that firms’ incentives are mostly extrinsic and built

on the monetary reward. The authors recognize 3 types of incentives in literature; economic, social

and technological. These types of incentives were also recognized in the answers of the stakeholders.

An example is company I. that started as a closed source software company but saw that this would

not help the company to grow. They decided to go Open Source because it would be hard to compete

with the other bigger, closed source DNS companies, and because of the helpful input of the users.

Company D. also adds that the nice thing of Open Source is that they do not have to buy licenses

of other companies, you are independent of the licence en price policies of the larger software com-

panies which is an important economic incentive (Lerner & Tirole, 2005; Bonaccorsi & Rossi, 2006).

They also see that OSS has the same quality as proprietary software and that it is easy to customize

based on the clients’ wishes. Company H. took "the chance to act as a disruptor in a very staid, unre-

sponsive, complacent vendor marketplace" by offering an open source solution. There already were
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Figure 3.1: Case study company details

many similar proprietary software companies of their kind and the interviewee noticed that certain

challenges were better to be addressed in a Open Source way.

An incentive that a few of the stakeholders share is a social one, sharing the thought that software

simply should not be a proprietary good (Feller et al., 2002). The founders of company F. and A. have

sympathy for the Open Source idea of sharing knowledge. They both also already had experience

with the Open Source concept and therefore were able to create a product around it. The founder

of company G. feels like it is necessary to give back when you have the ability to write good code.

Company E. was built with the same reason, without thinking about profit the founder just wrote

really good code and was already present in the strong culture of doing everything Open Source.

Usually when this is the case, the developer has a personal problem that needed to be solved and

eventually took the chance to create a company to serve others the working software.

Company C. took the chance to make an open source product available for the corporate market.

The interviewee saw that the demand was growing, and that not only developers were interested

in the software. Company J. sees this as a positive change, because offering OSS to the corporate

market raises the adoption rate of the software. This adoption rate is high because the software is

free of charge, which is beneficial for the companies using the software and the software company

itself because they get more feedback, which in turn enables growth. This same company sees the

economic value when the software is free and complementary services are paid for (Hawkins, 2004).

The interviewee adds that people who like what they are doing create better things than people that

have to, meaning that open source developers create software out of love for the common good. A

final message which all interviewees agree on: " Open Source is here to stay and to grow even bigger".
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3.1.2 The Start-up Phase
According to the interviewees, the start-up phase of an OSS company can be difficult and differs from

a proprietary software company. Every OSS company has had a different course where some were

growing without any help and some were acquired to receive financial backing. The history of the

companies differ in different ways. The first difference has to do with funding, some of the stake-

holders have received angel investments, some venture capital and some just put personal money

into the open source project. Companies A., D., F. and H. have not received any money from people

or firms outside of the company. The CEO of company A. admits that the start-up phase was quiet

hard, putting in personal money to make it work. The interviewee states: "So there was some theoretical
knowledge about [business] models and then we were just trying. And then the customers and everything just
evolved". Company A. started purely with offering services, and five years after the establishment of

the company, open source enterprise software was offered. The interviewee tells that after a year he

was able to finance himself but also that the company wanted to stay small. For company A. it helped

that they are in a niche sector which led to being the market leader after three years. Company H.

also only invested personal capital and took donations from friends and family to be able to establish

the company.

Company F. was never really focused on money and therefore has been growing slowly. The In-

terviewee sees the benefits of creating an Open Source based product: "[...] I think that particularly the
open source movement really facilitates the start-up market.". Accordingly, the start-ups are facilitated by

the open source community because they offer freely usable software. He mentions that if a start-up

has to start off with paying some vendor a lot of money to create the software, the start-up would

have a lot less business. Using OSS makes the business model of an entrepreneur much more rel-

evant. Interviewee E. mentions that they did not earn any money in the beginning due to the fact

that the company did not have an enterprise product. Therefore company E., and also company C.

have received venture capital which has shown effect; particularly in the early stages of a company’s

development, facilitating the development of a real product (Hellmann & Puri, 2002, p.194). It is also

recognized that angel investments attract venture capital (Madill et al., 2005) creating more interest

for the company in the market. Company J. was at a certain point incorporated as a limited liability

corporation, this means that the members of the company are not personally liable for possible debts

or liabilities. After that, they joined an American seed accelerator which offers funding and support.

Company J. admits that it was not an obvious decision to take funding since they already had hun-

dreds of paying customers, but they saw the opportunities the accelerator could initiate. Company J.

was established in 1993 and after the company took venture capital in 1998, the company went IPO

in 1999. The investment was used to develop an enterprise product which was a great move to create

more revenue.

There is another recognized option to grow as an OSS company, which is being acquired by a

bigger company with more experience. This was the case for companies I. and C. Company I. started

in the late 90’s and is incorporated into a larger organization in 2015. This merge was set in motion

to get legal, sales and marketing support while the original team could focus on the technology. The

same happened to company C., which was acquired several times by different companies. Company

C. was founded in 1992 and acquired in 2003 when both the partner and sales organizations of com-

pany C. were integrated. The company was acquired by another organization in 2011, but stayed a

separate company. In 2014 the merger was merged with another organization which meant a new

parent for company C. The original company became a semi-autonomous business unit, retaining its

leadership unit while having shared resources available. Having a larger parent organization above

them, offered them financial backing and security. After this final acquisition, a grow of more than

18% in revenue was a fact. According to the CEO, this growth was due to both the financial backing

and the expansion of their product portfolio.

The first couple of years of company G. were different. Since the initial release of the project in

1998, company G. was not a company but just a project. The project was getting bigger every day and

with the growing amount of contributors, a clear structure was needed. In 2005 an association was

established to offer a legal body to help sustain the project. The interviewee tells about the association

and the point when change was needed: "And this worked out pretty well but at a certain point everybody
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realized that you are still relying on volunteers to do the work within the association. So the next logical step
was to either employ people within the association or to found a dedicated company to do that." So action was

taken, and around two years ago a company was founded by the community, being 100% subsidiary

of the association. Being the CEO of the newly founded company, the interviewee states that they

have very strict rules imposed by the association. The company purely focuses on service products

and "everything surrounding that no one has been supplying yet".

3.1.3 Suggestions for Entrepreneurs
To be able to crate a model for entrepreneurs that have the aspiration to start an OSS company, ques-

tion 10 of the interview aimed at tips given by the experts from the OSS market. According to inter-

viewee F., an important aspect of how company F. creates revenue is based on the fact that they keep

working on their core products. Nevertheless, the interviewee recommends start-ups to use libraries

that are already available to create your own product and to build your own marketing idea around

it. Or shortly, take available code from the web and create a special offer. The fact that the software

is being used helps in the improvement of the product. On a certain moment in the development

phase, it will be time to invest in the core product. This is needed to improve the core layers in your

own software product and to keep the whole community rolling. The interviewee has a critical view

on start-ups because he sees that some do not "grow up" at a certain point in time, staying for a long

time in the initial development phase.

Interviewee of company E. thinks that it is most important to communicate with the clients, and

if you do not have any clients as a start-up: just find one client. This aligns with what interviewee

H. says what is important; identifying the right kind of customers and making them happy. The

interviewee adds that it is important that a business model covers the costs and provides decent

profit margins. Also, engaging the open source community and being honest and transparent with

all stakeholders is important for company H.

Interviewee E. has a simple suggestion, stating: "Just create a product that 1 person thinks is good, a
product that 1 person likes and iterate on this product until they get to the point they are very happy with it
and want to give you money for it.". The other option suggested by interviewee E. is to attract venture

capital, but they are often not interested in an OSS product. Nevertheless, according to interviewee

J. venture capital can be attracted and obtained by giving lots of presentations for possible investors.

What the interviewee sees, is that successful companies which originate from the open source world,

first created an open source project which became very popular and then started to build a business

around it. The interviewee concludes that it might be better to establish a start-up around a propri-

etary product to earn money and open the software in a later stadium. He states: " I think that that is
a important realization, you can make things open source only one time." There is the possibility to change

the license, but every time you do that the community will not like it. After the company created an

enterprise product, the challenge was to price it right. It is easy to make your product very cheap,

but company J. never lost any clients by raising the price of their product. Nevertheless, the pricing

should be appropriate and according to the quality of the product. Interviewee B. states that, if they

look back at the open source product in the initial phase, it was too good which caused the problem

that enterprises did not want to make the step to using their paid enterprise edition. Because of their

ambition to grow, the company decided to put less focus on the open source version and more on the

enterprise software. The interviewee says that in the end it is important to focus on what the client

currently and in the future wants and to work around those ideas.

Interviewee J. agrees with the before mentioned idea of creating a product which is interesting for

the market. You should differentiate your company from others and the interviewee sees three ways

to do so:

• Comparative differentiators; The other company has features A, B and C, so we have features

A, B and C.

• Unique differentiators; We can do what the other company cannot.

• Holistic differentiators; These are the aspects like the company culture and how you are per-

ceived in the market. This comes up later in the sales processes after the acceptation of a client
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to start using the software. These differentiators are less seen in the begin phase of the accep-

tation because there is a need for awareness on the vision of the company and the changing

technology trends.

The interviewee sees the importance of operating in an ecosystem where you, as a company, are op-

erating with different kinds of partners. It is important to enter such an ecosystem to broaden the

adoption of your technology. According to the interviewee, very important partners are the Indepen-

dent Software Vendors (ISV’s) which are companies that produce software that needs to be certified.

The interviewee also recognizes the benefit of having an OSS product in such ecosystems in terms

of the integration and licensing of a software product. Because the first time software is created, it

has to run on something at the client site, on a cloud or an intern system. The software has to be

tested on different layers with which it should cooperate. It is beneficiary to have an open source

product because clients first start looking at your free version of the software which is typically easy

and fast. After a while, you will be able to approach the client and offer support to install the larger

version of the software and ask money for it. Companies that have open source versions of a pro-

prietary software product are dominating with their community and development models. Another

strategy, also used by company J., is to buy smaller companies. The strategy of company J. is to buy

proprietary software organizations which can be used complementary to their own software, and

make them Open Source. They give everything that is licensed-based and thus intellectual property,

to the community. The company believes that the speed of innovation lies within the boundaries of

the community, and not necessarily within the boundaries of the company. The choice between build

or buy is according to the interviewee easily made because it is faster to buy companies then to build

the functionality that you need. To predict the future of an open source company, the interviewee

of company J. suggests to look at certain elements of a start-up. There are a lot of Key Performance

Indicators you can use to see if a company is serious, but with Open Source it seems very important

to determine how open they are. This means you should firstly look at the number of code contribu-

tions, and secondly at how often the code of the major communities, that is used for the product, is

downloaded.

The interviewee of company D. thinks that the importance prevails in the quality of the software,

which should be high and created in-house. This will keep the clients with you in the long term.

The interviewee of company A. sees that this is where their problem lies, that their software is too

complex which makes it hard to find developers for. This led to a community that did not kick-

off in a way you would expect of a normal open source community. Again, the quality of software

is seen as the most important aspect of an OSS business. Because "[...] if the software breaks, your
business stops". According to interviewee C. the power of Open Source lies in the fact that everybody

can add something in his or her own way. For a company it is important to have a clear mission

and vision for parties that want to connect with the community and the product. The interviewee

says it is important to book little success-moments where you make sure you keep innovating and

standardizing. Interviewee G. thinks that it is most important to find a balance between the open

source mindset and the business mindset. This balance is important because it can be hard to produce

OSS and at the same time make a living for everyone that is working on it. The solution is to make

sure you have a good developer and a sales person. These two persons should work together on the

same product, with the same vision and respect towards each other. To keep track of the open source

origins, the equality between developers and business focused employees is key. The interviewee

concludes that the business oriented employees need to keep the open source mission in mind, and

the developers need to see the necessity of creating revenue.

An issue recognized by companies A. and H. is that prospective customers did not trust the soft-

ware due to the fact that it is Open Source. Therefore it is important to explain what the company’s

vision is in a less technical and more business way. On the other hand, interviewees E. and G. see

that the software landscape has changed and that customers need less explanation about what Open

Source entails and that companies are confident enough to use OSS.
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3.2 Comparison of OSS Business Models
The data compelled from the interviews is based on the five building blocks of Schief’s 2013 Software

Business Model Framework: Strategy, Revenue, Upstream, Downstream and Usage. This section

shows the outcomes of the comparison for every section of the framework. The outcomes gives an

overview of the business models of the OSS companies from the sample. Each section of the frame-

work is explained shown in Figure C.1 in the appendix. For each compartment and sub-compartment

the stakeholders have chosen at least one and/or more answers based on the business model of their

company. The following sections are based on the answers of the interviewees and notable correla-

tions will be put in perspective. As explained in section 1.3.3 the data is visualized in tree-maps to

efficiently create an overview of the interview outcomes.

3.2.1 Strategy
The first section Strategy is subdivided in the value proposition, investment horizon, value chain, degree of
vertical integration and the number of cooperation partners of a company. The value proposition is aiming

at the competitive advantage of a company’s offering. Three companies agree on the importance of

being an innovation leader, which is achieved by offering new and disruptive software and services

(Schief, 2013, p.72). Three companies focus on the functionality of their product with its available

features. The value proposition on which most companies agree on is the quality of their product,

meaning that they aim for high consistency and dependability. Being an innovation leader in the

open source ecosystem means that even under conditions of market failure, innovation is achieved

by the collaboration of the community working on a public good (Hippel & Krogh, 2003). Hippel

and Krogh see that OSS business models "present a novel and successful alternative to conventional

innovation models" (p.212). Only one company has a value proposition focused on their image in the

market or tries to differentiate through their price-scheme.

Figure 3.2: Tree-map of the SBMF outcomes - Strategy

In the investment horizon there is a clear time strategy that most company’s use: the growth model.

According to Morris et al. (2005, p.731) the growth model is based on a start-capital including invest-

ment with later on a reinvestment in order to grow the value of the firm. This model aims at growing

to achieve capital gain for new investors. The growth model is in line with the definition of success
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we established in Chapter 2. Yet, the definition of growth is different for some of the companies. In-

terviewee of company F. addresses that they want to grow in number of employees but do not have

a clear strategy to do so. Company E. on the other hand, has a clear strategy to grow in terms of rev-

enue, trying to go public at the end of 2020. Company B. also measures growth in terms of revenue,

wanting to have generated a billion dollar revenue for 2020. Company I. also tries to grow but just

to meet the vision of the company and not to create such revenues. Company D. envisions growth in

the number of partners and users. Usage is also measured by company G. which is trying to acquire

more users to be visible in the market and to advertise their services. Company F. uses the Income

model, working up to a point where they can sustain the business without making a lot of profit.

Only company G. follows a social model, meaning that they are not focused on making profit but on

specific clients such as governmental- and other non-commercial institutions.

The value chain is based on the main software value chain activities a company may perform

(Schief, 2013, p.72) and is seen as the center of gravity of a company’s business model (p.45). The

tree-map in Figure 3.2 shows that most companies focus on the development of their software. This

is part of the upstream activities which are performed until the software is ready to be offered on

the market. According to Schief (2013, p.55), sub-activities of the development value chain activities

are: Requirements engineering; software design; coding; subsystem testing; subsystem integration;

system testing; user documentation and provisioning. Having development as the most important

value chain activity, shows that the background of the companies originates from the open source

field. OSS development is the main activity of the community due to the fact that OSS is freely

accessible to all (Hippel & Krogh, 2003). Since software is their main product, which is in this case

free of charge, the companies have to keep the development in pace to meet the growth expectations.

When the software is good, more users will use it and more users will know about the company. This

again relates to the numbers of users of services and support options. So next to the development of

the actual product, support that is offered to the clients is a value chain activity that is important for

companies A., C., F., G. and H. This support is separated by Schief into primary and development

support. The primary support is the support offered to the users while the development support is

reviewing code, which needs deep technical knowledge. Mostly, the support offered by the sample is

primary support which is offered in various types like technical support and installation support.

The degree of vertical integration depends on the performance of the value chain activity. Rothaer-

mel et al. (2006) assessed whether the activity was conducted within or outside of the boundaries of

the company. The calculation is represented by qualitative judgment where the more activities are

performed within the boundaries, the higher the degree of vertical integration is and the other way

around. This means that most companies perform either all of their activities within the boundaries

and some are outsourced to partners. An example is the development of a certain cloud solution to

a partner, where the server space could be maintained outside the companies’ borders. The number
of cooperation partners is also based on a qualitative judgment. Eight out of ten companies has a few

cooperation partners, this implies that the companies outsource some of the value chain activities to

partners. This could be the case when the software company has certain consultancy partners who do

the offering and implementation, or companies that offer services around an existing product. Some

companies have many cooperation partners, this is possible when the software product is a platform

that is used as a base for application development performed by other companies (Schief, 2013).

3.2.2 Revenue
The second component is the Revenue of the participating companies. The sub-component sales volume
is based on the number of solutions that are sold and is based on qualitative judgments (Schief, 2013).

As the stakeholders are successful businesses with aspirations to grow, Figure 3.3 shows that most of

them have sold many solutions and therefore have a high sales volume. For all companies the revenue

source is build up from direct paying users instead of revenue through advertising or commission.

This is partially due to the fact that service agreements are offered for long-term and based on direct

sales (Hoch et al., 2000). The pricing assessment base tells how the prices of the solutions are defined.

%50 of the companies use a hybrid combination of both usage-based and usage-independent pricing.

Company B. bases their prices on the through-put when the platform is used. Company I. bases the
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price on the number of subscribers which the client connects to their product. The pricing assessment

is often based on the cost-structure of the software: if the vendor is offering a platform the pricing is

similar to the one of company B., but when the vendor is offering applications it is more common to

price the product usage-independent.

Figure 3.3: Tree-map of the SBMF outcomes - Revenue

The fourth sub-component is the payment flow structure and decides the point in time when the

customers has to pay for the solution (Schief, 2013). The outcomes show that the majority of the

companies have chosen for recurring payments which are similar to subscription fees. Explained

by the interviewee of company I., a subscription model is necessary because developers have to be

paid on a steady base. Besides that, companies need a constant cash-flow to pay the partners and

for other services. According to Dubey & Wagle (2007) a subscription model is the cause of lower

revenues during the growth phase because the payments are spread, but over a longer period of

time it is beneficial because the streams become steadier and the operating costs of new subscribers

become minimal. The interviewee of company B. states that their clients pay for the use of their

platform with a yearly-subscription fee because that gives them the time to make sure that the client

is satisfied wanting to renew the contract after a year. Only one company has an upfront payment

flow structure, and two have a hybrid combination of upfront and recurring structures. Company

E. offers their clients yearly contracts because it creates more revenue. The interviewee also states

that it is very motivating for the sales department to close large deals, and will even try to offer

multi-annual contracts. The final component is the revenue distribution model which is defined by the

percentage of the companies’ revenues that is being shared with other stakeholders (Schief, 2013), the

qualitative judgment ’medium’ shows that the revenues are not shared with many stakeholders. This

is an advantage for the companies since they are able to reinvest in the value chain activities within

in the company.

3.2.3 Upstream
The Upstream component defines the development of a product and/or service. The first sub-component,

the software stack layer classifies the types of software the company is offering, where in this case study

the majority offers application software. The platform is the technical platform behind the offered so-

lution. Most companies offer solutions that are installed on servers, this is a traditional and reliable

platform still used by many businesses (Schief, 2013). What also got our attention is that a lot of

the companies provide cloud computing solutions which gives a clear view on the current trends in

the software ecosystem. According to Endo et al. (2010, p.3) companies are attracted to the develop-

ment of open source cloud solutions because "it allows for resources to be provisioned according on

a demand basis [...]".
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The next component is the license model the software is based on. Since this research is focused on

open source business models it is expected the companies apply either Copyleft Licenses (e.g. GPL),

Permissive Licenses (e.g. BSD) or a dual model of both (Schief, 2013). Six out of ten companies use

the GPL license for their software, this corresponds with the fact that GPL is the most used license

for OSS (Stewart et al., 2006). OSS companies often use one of these two types of licenses because

of their popularity (Onetti & Verma, 2008) and because of its restrictiveness. The GPL license limits

commercial adoption of software in a very restrictive way. Onetti and Verma state that the copyleft

licences like GPL, are used by OSS companies that have a so-called reciprocal business model where

the revenue come from professional services (p.20). In order to use the GPL license, it is important

that the revenue is not originating from licensing fees. The GPL license allows modification of the

code but redistribution of the modified software is only allowed if this version is also distributed

under the GPL license. This means that perceived usefulness could be reduced because it may "[...]

be reduced by restrictive licenses in that such licenses limit potential users’ ability to employ the code

in conjunction with software distributed under a less restrictive license." (Stewart et al., 2006, p.130).

This explains the number of cooperation partners with which the OSS companies work together with.

Figure 3.4: Tree-map of the SBMF outcomes, Upstream

Companies cooperate to make sure that the products are compatible and integrated. Interviewee

of company G. says that the advantage of this is two-fold; they let the industry-partner build the

integration and make sure it is working in the major version of the OSS software and in return there

are proper integration and services available. Four OSS companies offer both open source solutions

and a proprietary solution next to each other. This complies with the dual license business model

where a company markets the software product with the choice of either an open source licensed

software product or a commercial/proprietary one (Onetti & Verma, 2008) as described in Chapter 2.

Company E. uses the MIT open source license, which is a non-restrictive license with open possibil-

ities to change and use the code (The MIT license, n.d.). The degree of standardization shows whether

a company offers standardized or customized software (Schief, 2013). Schief states that individual

production means that the product is customized based on specific customer needs. Software which

is produced in bulk can be reused by any customer. Five companies produce their software in bulk

and four in batch. Company E. addresses that they never make something specially for one customer.

When the customer indicates that they want a certain function, the interviewee asks which problem

they want to see fixed and sees if he can create something that is interesting for more clients, so in

bulk. Only company D. produces individual products for specific clients. Company I. creates a rev-

enue stream of extra modules that companies want that are not available in the open source version.

These are usually industry specific modules that a group of their target users need, so it is not fully

customized but focused on a certain (paying) group of users. The interviewee of company C. explains

that 90% of their software is standardized but that they sometimes have to be flexible because their
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clients are essential in their business model.

The final sub-component focuses on the dominating cost driver within the company. Eight out

of ten companies mostly spend money on Research & Development, so the personnel costs for the

development of the software. This complies with what is stated in Chapter 2 that the majority of the

open source developers are being paid for their work. The Interviewee of company G. admits that

they hire developers from the open source community to spend a certain amount of their time on the

product. The interviewee says that the developers like this because they usually use their spare time

to write code but now use that time to spend it with their families. This shows that OSS companies use

free labour of the community and combine this with the work of in-house developers. They do this

to ensure that the project is not dependent on the work of the community. Besides the research and

development costs, companies B., G. and J. admit that they also spend a lot of money on marketing.

3.2.4 Downstream
The Downstream component is focused on the customers by characterizing the target market and dis-

tribution areas. The localization of the company shows the geographical areas a company is targeting,

which is in this case mostly all areas. But the internationalization of companies is a gradual devel-

opment where the distant markets are gradually targeted (Moen et al., 2004). This can also be drawn

from the history of the OSS companies, many of them started offering their services and solutions in

the country of the headquarters. The Internet created this border-less business platform (Benjamin &

Wigand, 1995) and the high internalization can be seen as a signature of software companies (Hoch

et al., 2000).

Figure 3.5: SBMF outcomes - Downstream

The target customer is categorized into small (up to 50 employees), medium (51-250) and large

(>250) sized companies. Figure 3.5 shows that the sample mostly focuses on large organizations.

Company E. explains that as a B2B company you earn the most money with offering your product to

large clients. That is also why many of the OSS products have an open source solution and a separate

enterprise product to offer companies that are willing to pay. Company B. adds that they offer a

product which is a solution to problems of large complex companies and therefore have created a

market around these large sized customers. The interviewee of company I. sees that the open source

product is often used by smaller companies, while their focus lies on the larger ones agreeing with

company E. that these companies are willing to pay. This money is not only necessary to grow in

revenue but also to develop the enterprise products. Interviewee A. states that you need success

with smaller companies to convince the larger ones, therefore the company is currently focusing on

small and medium sized companies. Company J. admits not having an explicit target customer due

to the fact that each customer has a different need. To comply with these needs, company J. has many
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different solutions and service offerings which are usable for a broad range of customers. Although

most companies are focusing on the large customers, they mostly agree on the fact that the types of

customers differ.

The target industry component is obtained from the Standard Industrial Classification (SEC, 2013).

The option "All", which is mostly picked, conceptualizes companies which sell horizontal solutions

that can be applied in any chosen industry (Schief, 2013). This is due to the fact that most of the com-

panies develop application software usable for clients in different fields. Having a broad target indus-

try creates a large available market with the possibility of a constant growing revenue. According to

the author, the target user is the initial user of the software and specifies for what type of user the soft-

ware is designed for. The types of users are derived from Cotterman & Kumar (1989, p.1316) which

ranges from consumers to developers. Therefrom, the three business focused users mentioned by

Schief are: Broad workforce, Dedicated specialists, Managers and additionally the users "consumers"

and "software developers" are portrayed. Most software is designed for dedicated specialists who

have specific knowledge about certain processes and need a specific type of software to perform their

roles. The sales channel through which the software is marketed to prospective customers is mostly

through sales agents. The companies all have specific sales departments which are focused on ac-

quiring new international customers. Next to the options provided by Schief, most companies admit

being very active in the field of digital marketing through online advertisement.

3.2.5 Usage
The final component Usage is made up of service oriented components which, according to Schief, are

needed during the use of any software solution. The implementation effort is based on the effort that

is required to install and configure the software. The software of the stakeholders seems mostly to

be medium since the customers will not always be able to install the software themselves and might

need some assistance. Some of the interviewees admit that especially the open source versions seem

to be harder to install if the user has no prior knowledge of software.

Figure 3.6: Tree-map of the SBMF outcomes - Usage

The operating model on which the software is deployed differentiates between two main deploy-

ment models: on premise and on demand. On premise needs installation and execution on the local

systems of the customers while on demand is based on a central hosting platform offered by the soft-

ware company (Buxmann et al., 2013). The hybrid combination of both on premise and local systems
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is the most often chosen option because the software companies of the sample offer different types

of software which all have a specific deployment model. The installation and integration services

are sometimes needed and can be paid for as an extra service. The maintenance model is based on

the release frequency of the software. In this case a release represents a major update of a software

version. As shown in Figure 3.6, the answers are scattered due to the amount of software solutions

the companies offer, but overall most of them have a monthly or yearly major release. Company C.

offers maintenance contracts that are paid for every month.

A company’s support model depends on the support contracts signed by the customer (Buxmann et

al., 2013). Standard support is the same for all customers while the customer specific support model

offers a customized individual support contract. The majority of the sample offers different types of

support contracts. This mainly has to do with the fact that OSS companies cannot ask money for the

software, therefore business models of OSS companies are primarily built around software related

services (Whichmann, 2002). Customer specific support is also often needed because of the diversity

of the customers and is based on the underlying Service Level Agreements (SLAs) offered by the

software vendor. Prices are also based on these service, like for company E. who offers an SLA of

4 hours for the more expensive subscriptions and a cheaper one for the SLA of 24 hours. Company

I. noted that large customers have big integration projects preceding the installation of the software

and therefore need "professional services" to adjust it to their software architecture and networks.

These large customers are specifically looking for software companies that offer these support and

services contracts so they do not have to do it themselves. The interviewee adds that this is the

biggest difference with their open source version of the software: the open source version has to be

installed by the user and if a problem occurs, they have to look for a solution within the forums

maintained by the developer community. The final sub-component is the replacement strategy and is

based on the number of available software product releases at a time (Jansen et al., 2011, p.2-4). No

company just deals with one release, only two companies have many releases, and the majority has

few releases which means some major release versions are used by the customers.
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Chapter 4

Findings

This final chapter describes the main findings of the case study with discussion in perspective to

existing knowledge about OSS business models. After examining the transcripts and frameworks

we can answer the three research questions and make statements based on the knowledge we have

gained. The first question to be answered is: What are the determinants of success of open source
business Models? Many definitions of business success are discussed in literature and accordingly

success is mostly measured by revenue, but can not be solely used as an indicator. Based on the

investment horizon component of the framework we can state that the sample is looking for growth

in company size, number of customers and community size. This disagrees with the findings of

Bonaccorsi et al. (2006) who states that Open Source is a production paradigm that does not support

company growth. Since the sample consists of mostly medium and large companies we can state

that these companies have grown since the start-up phase while offering an OSS product. Therefore

this research bases success on whether the goals of a business are met or being worked towards by

growing.

The second research question is: What synergies between business model characteristics cre-
ate a blueprint for business success? Data based on interview transcripts and completed Software

Business Model frameworks show several correlations between combinations of business model com-

ponents. First we recapitulate the main findings from the completed SBMFs. In terms of strategy, the

OSS companies have quality as their value proposition which correlates with development as their

most important value chain. The degree of vertical integration of the development is medium and is

shared with few cooperation partners. All-together the investment horizon leans towards a growth

model. The sales volume of the sample differs between medium and high but comes directly from the

source. The pricing assessment base is a hybrid combination of usage- based and usage-independent

pricing. We recognize a subscription model in the recurring payment flow structure. The revenue

distribution is medium, which means it is not shared with many shareholders. The definition and

development of the OSS is covered in the upstream component of the SBMF. We see that mostly the

companies offer Application software, with on the second place Cloud Computing software. The

platform on which it is offered is a server and the product is usually standardized in bulk. The li-

cense model used on the open source part of the offered product is a Copyleft, like GPL, model.

Nevertheless, some of the companies offer both proprietary and OSS simultaneously by applying

a dual licensing model. The key cost driver is based on costs spent on Research & Development.

The downstream component is focused on the customers of the OSS companies. The localization is

mostly worldwide and the type of customers are typically large organizations (>250 employees) from

varying industries. The target end-users are mostly Business dedicated specialists. The marketing

channel is maintained by sales agents. The usage component is composed of the offered services. Im-

plementation is one of these services, and the effort implementing the software is medium according

to most interviewees. The operating model is a hybrid combination of on premise and on demand,

based on what the customer prefers. Also the support model is a hybrid combination, the choices for

customers are standard- or customer specific support. The OSS has few releases and mostly monthly

or yearly maintenance moments. By applying the SBMF we can state that OSS business components
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can be drawn from the Software Business Model Framework.

The business models recognized in the data can be compared to OSS business models found in

literature. As covered in chapter 2 we can depict three types of OSS business models: Direct-sales

value models, Indirect-sales value models and Use-value models. A review of the characteristics of

these types of business models enables us to compare them to the case study data. After reviewing

the interview data it is noticed that none of the companies from the sample use a Use-value model.

Nevertheless, we have recognized several elements of the Direct- and Indirect-sales value models in

the business models of the OSS companies. Therefore we can state that OSS business model components
found in literature are recognized in practice. Direct-sales value models are focused on the dual-licensing

of software, meaning that a proprietary license is used next to a open source license. Companies

B., H. and I. use a dual license model to offer companies either an open source version or an com-

mercial enterprise version of their software. Based on this outcome we can partially agree with the

assumption found in literature that dual licensing is an often chosen business model for OSS businesses.

According to Popp (2012) there are two ways to apply this type of license: 1. offering a dual prod-

uct with dual licensing or 2. a dual license for identical products. The author states that customers

sometimes choose a commercial license to ensure they get a warranty or liability from the OSS ven-

dor. This idea concurs with the choice of OSS license of the sample (GPL) whereas we disagree with

the statement found in literature that OSS business use less restrictive open source licenses. The use of a

copyleft license limits commercial adoption of software in a very restrictive way and fits in Onetti and

Verma’s 2008 Reciprocal business model. The authors allocate this model to OSS business that use a

copyleft license while generating revenue from professional services. This revenue does specifically

not originate from licensing fees but adopting this model does not mean it is a pure service company

(p.21).

Within the Indirect-sales value models, a consistent part of the business models of the sample is

based on the offering of an OSS core, and additional modules or functionalities that are specifically

interesting for medium- and large sized enterprises. This is recognized by Chesbrough & Apple-

yard (2007, p.65) who describe these companies that choose an OSS license to help proliferate the

product and concurrent provide "enterprise" versions to paying customers which are generally more

stable. This business model focuses on the development of proprietary extensions or add-ons and

are identified in the sample. This versioning of an OSS product is different than the dual licensing

as mentioned in research discussed in Chapter 2, because the license stays Open Source, so free of

charge. Nevertheless, the extra modules that are not covered in the open source version are available

after an overcharge is paid by the customer. This is also applied on the specific services and support

models offered for enterprises. The so-called enterprise editions form a contradictory business model

category called "commercial open source business models" (Riehle, 2009; Popp, 2012). The defini-

tion of companies that apply this model is given by Riehle (2009, p1.): "Commercial OSS projects are

owned by a single firm that derives a direct and significant revenue stream from the software." In the

commercial open source business model, commercial OSS companies foremost focus on providing

services around the software product (Popp, 2012). Research by Popp (2012, p.34) shows that services

like maintenance and integration are provided based on a commercial support contract and specified

in a SLA next to the OSS. Using a commercial OSS business model gives the company a competitive

advantage against proprietary software companies since they get to market faster with a product of-

fered at a lower cost but with excellence services (Riehle, 2009). It is notable that the majority of the

sample offers their clients SLAs next to the open source or built in a commercial version. We can see

a correlation between the medium implementation effort and companies that offer services, meaning

that clients that have no background in IT are willing to pay for the installation of the OSS. These

offerings of enterprise editions including implementation, integration and/or support seem to form,

what the interviewees call, a subscription model. This model is based on the correlations between a

recurring payment flow, a monthly maintenance model for a bulk product marketed within a broad

target industry and international localization. Additionally, the companies that share these same fo-

cus points offer customer specific support or a hybrid combination. Two companies of the sample

operate as original Linux Distributor as mentioned by Whichmann (2002, 42) who package and sell

their own version of the Linux software in various packages. The payment flow structure used by the

sample is either recurring or hybrid which is a characterizing feature of a subscription. Research by
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Zhang & Seidmann (2010) states that the subscription model lowers cost of ownership and therefore

that starters do not need large up-front investments. The author sees the benefit for the customer

in the constant access to up-to-date software at a predictable cost (p.40). Furthermore this business

model is not recognized in any other software business model literature or OSS literature.

Additionally, we see that the degree of standardization is distributed where five companies offer

bulk software and four batch. What got our attention is that four out of five bulk software is cloud

computing software. The same correlation cannot be found between bulk software and servers but

what we can see is that three out of four batch software has a recurring pay structure. All-together,

the SBMF data shows that the sample has corresponding components that form a particular business

model. This combination can be mold into a blueprint for a hybrid open source business model (see

Figure 4.1). The companies from the sample can be categorized as commercial open source vendors.

Popp (2012, p.36) states that these vendors do not have to implement the same business models to

be categorized as such and to be successful, but they can build a unique hybrid business model by

selecting a subset of known business model components. This specific combination of business model

components is based on the success of the sample and forms the proposed blueprint revealing the

building blocks of their open source business model. This figure affirms the statement that a blueprint
can be created for the establishment of an OSS business.

Figure 4.1: A OSS business model blueprint.

The answer to question two adds convenient knowledge to the final research question. Question

three is: Which factors lead to potential business success for an open source business? This ques-

tion is answered by a combination of the constructs of the blueprint and the insider tips directed to
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entrepreneurs given by the interviewees. We conclude with the most affirmative answers :

• Find a good balance between business oriented employees and open source developers.

• Use the open source community to find developers that can work in-house on your product.

• Funding is not necessary but creates possibilities, otherwise look for incubators.

• Create a clear vision for your company and establish your differentiators.

• Stick to the open source idea, this will keep the community close to the company.

• When the community does not kick-off, start with offering proprietary software and make it

open source after a while.

• Communicate frequently with your clients to establish their needs.

• Decide your revenue stream: Services, support, dual licensing, enterprise editions etc.

• Medium and large customers are willing to pay large amounts of money for services, so do not

sell yourself short by offering services for low prices.

We can align the stories of the interviewees as stated in Chapter 4 with the following statement: It
is possible to create an OSS start-up without having an existing open source community. We have seen that

companies from the sample started offering a proprietary product and opened the product later in the

development process of the product. Nevertheless, not all interviewees agree on the benefits of Open

Source and whether offering an OSS product will be sufficient for start-ups to grow. Nevertheless,

these companies have grown into successful companies and Bonaccorsi et al. (2006, p.19) confirm

that Open Source "makes it possible for small firms to be innovative and find sustainable revenue

streams". As depicted in Chapter 3, literature covered several strategies to establish a start-up where

the blueprint and guideline are there to be used as an aid in this process. The sample data shows us

that not all companies from the sample have received investments. Additionally, none of the stake-

holders has mentioned investments as a prerequisite for a start-up to become successful. Therefore

we disagree with the statement that OSS businesses rely on investments because they offer free software.

This has also to do with the value exchanges between the different stakeholders in a OSS business

model. As Lindman & Rajala (2012, p.6) state; "[In OSS businesses] resources are accessed through

collaborative relationships between two or more parties". Reviewing the e3-value model based on

these relations in Figure 2.5 we can state that different value streams are needed to create a successful OSS
company. Moreover, the interview transcripts and the e3-value model shows us that OSS enables a
growing customer base because the customers are not the only users. The developers from the OSS

community are often partially working on the product for their own benefit. When the community

grows, the customer base is also grows. Additionally it is known that OSS can be offered for a lower

price since the software is provided by an outside party (Lindman & Rajala, 2012) and in turn low

software prices attract new customers. The OSS contributes in another way, where we can state that

the strategic advantage of OSS is the already existing network bounds offered by the communities. Intervie-

wees agree with the idea that being Open Source accommodates the establishment of a business and

its OSS product. We can conclude that no matter which OSS business model is chosen, a business

can choose to make the source code freely available and still serve its business interests as a for-profit

organization (Hecker, 1999, p.46).
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Discussion

The research findings give us new perceptions on the building blocks and success factors of OSS

business models. The literature study has shown us that business models are widely deployed as

a conceptual tool to reflect on realized strategies and offered values of businesses. The use of the

Software Business Model Framework of Schief (2013) has given us the opportunity to classify business

models of OSS businesses. Nevertheless, this framework has so far only been applied to the same type

of (non-open source) software businesses. Therefore we can question the applicability of this specific

framework on OSS business models. Additionally, we suggest adjustments to the framework to make

it up-to-date and applicable for more specific types of business models.

• Sales channel; The interviewees agreed on having sales agents who accommodate the sales and

marketing department, but additionally mention their use of online advertising to market their

products. Details on the type of the (online) advertisements could give an indication of the

revenue creation initiated by advertising.

• Support model; details around the support model could be specified by looking at the specific

price modules, payment flow structure, if it is based on a stand-alone subscription model or

part of a large set of services in- or excluding the product. This is also interesting for the con-

struction of their revenue stream, where we could review how much of the revenue is coming

from services versus from the software product itself.

• Support model; most companies from the sample do not have only one but plural software

products applying different SLAs and licenses. This confused the interviewees during the

process of completing the framework. Defining sub-components in the support model sec-

tion could make it possible for the practitioners to fill in the different options for each of their

products.

Nevertheless, we are able to define a blueprint applicable in the OSS field. The blueprint shows

which OSS business model has worked best for most companies of the sample. Businesses usually

follow a hybrid business model according to the market they are in and the demand of current or po-

tential customers. Therefore it has to be mentioned that the applicability of the blueprint is not a guar-

antee for success due to external factors. This brings us to the threats to validity of this work. Wohlin

et al. (2012) mention threats to conclusion internal, external and construct validity that can be recog-

nized in studies. In this case study we find a threat to conclusion validity in the way the interviews

are conducted because random irrelevancies in the experimental setting can disturb the results. The

interviews were held through phone so random events in the environment of the interviewee could

disturb the completion of the framework by not paying adequate attention. Additionally, we can find

a threat to validity in the construction of the sample and its size. The chosen sample criteria reduces

the heterogeneity since the interviewees are in the same market, offering a similar product. At the

same time, it reduces the external validity of the study since the subject is not selected from a gen-

eral enough population. Time constraints causes the sample to cover 10 B2B open source businesses.

Conclusions can be drawn from this sample but a larger sample size could add knowledge and solid

statements, therewith building stronger validity. The size of the sample is also due to the gathering
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of the sample which is is a known problem in Case Study research. The expert employees are all

fulfilling time-consuming roles within the company which leads to the lack of time to participate in

research like this one. Future research can build on the blueprint for OSS start-ups by interviewing

a larger sample size. To make the gathering of the data less time-consuming, a questionnaire could

replace or be added to the interviews. When this method is used, the data outcomes will be based on

quantitative instead of qualitative measurements which eliminates threats to validity.

Threats to internal validity concern how the subjects are treated during the experiment and if spe-

cial events occur during the experiment. In this case study, the use of the SBMF could threaten the

internal validity because of the interviewees’ lack of knowledge in the use of the framework. Threats

to the construct validity can be found in the extent to which the experiment setting, in this case B2B

OSS businesses, reflects the construct under study. The sample could be expanded to B2C compa-

nies by applying additional sample criteria. External validation of the blueprint can be expanded by

be applying it on the business models of OSS start-ups. To eliminate the threat on external validity,

the blueprint can be put into use on businesses that do not have a business model yet, or on busi-

nesses that want to change their current business model and strategy. Future research could possibly

focus on the influence of the community on the business model and the development of the prod-

uct. Ultimately, more research on OSS business models should for start-ups is needed. The field of

OSS, start-up strategies and investments should be further explored to add to the current body of

knowledge.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

We have seen that the OSS phenomenon has metamorphosed into a more mainstream and commer-

cially viable product (Fitzgerald, 2006). We recognized the lack of a comprehensive theoretical frame-

work to analyze how businesses use this product to create revenue. Additionally, we found a gap

in literature for prospective practitioners that try to establish an OSS business. In this study we ex-

amined and compared the business models of 10 B2B OSS companies. Business models have proven

to be useful as a conceptual tool to analyze the revenue logic. The comparison was established by

using the Software Business Framework of Schief (2013) for the interview protocol and analysis of

the business models. The Case Study Protocol of Pervan & Maimbo (2005) was followed to gather

and analyze the data. In-depth interviews with experts in the field gave us directly insider infor-

mation on OSS business models and experiences in the Open Source ecosystem. Knowledge gained

from the interview transcripts and completed frameworks showed some unexpected outcomes.The

statements from findings in Chapter 4 show what we have learned from the current business mod-

els of OSS businesses. For example the very restrictive open source license GPL was used by most

companies. Additionally, the opinions of the interviewees differ when it comes to the advantages

and disadvantages of establishing a start-up around an open source product. The information pro-

vided by the interviewees has showed us that it is not harder to establish a business around OSS than

around a proprietary product. We have seen that different value exchanges exist in the product de-

velopment process of an OSS product and that it enables a growing customer base. When it comes to

their business models, we can conclude that the sample companies lean toward a hybrid model where

the combination of a diversity of SBMF components are applied which together form a blueprint for

OSS start-ups. We can state that the OSS companies have a b2b focus. Compared to literature, the

Direct-sale value models of E. Raymond (1999) cover the category "commercial open source business

models" of Riehle (2009). Overall, the interviewees call their business models "subscription models"

but this is not a complete representation of the exact building blocks.

We can place the applicability of this research in the field of OSS software, entrepreneurship, OSS

businesses and strategy. The blueprint and guideline together are useful for entrepreneurs who want

to start a business around an existing open source project, or for who want to change their business

model when growth is not part of the long-term picture anymore. Furthermore, investors can com-

pare the business model of prospective start-ups they want to invest. Overall, this research provides

an overview of the current used business models in the OSS market and mentioned in literature. This

overview is offered in the shape of a blueprint for current OSS practitioners, start-ups and researchers.

This work is aiming to establish a new field in literature focusing on the inside information on OSS

business models and the applicability for start-ups.
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A	compara)ve	case	study	of	Open	Source	Business	Models	-	Z.	Spijkerman,	2018		

Interview Protocol 


Date:		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Interviewer:		

Company:	

Interviewee:		

Job	4tle:		

E-mail:		

Length	in	min.:	

Questions 


1. What	year	was	the	company	founded?	

2. Can	you	tell	me	in	short	the	history	of	the	company?		

3. Why	did	you	choose	to	create	OSS	(and	not	proprietary	soIware)?		

4. Did	you	create	your	business	model	according	to	research	or	a	specific	framework	or	
research?		

5. Have	you	received	any	funding	?	(e.g.	angel	investors,	capital	venture..)		

6. How	do	you	perceive	success,	and	according	to	this,	is	your	business	successful		

7. Are	there	any	tools	used	to	measure	the	business’	succes?		

8. What	have	been	the	key	factors	to	accomplish	success?		

9. Did	you	have	any	trouble	star4ng	your	OSS	business?		

10.What	would	you	advise	OSS	entrepreneurs?	 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APPENDIX B. SOFTWARE BUSINESS MODEL FRAMEWORK

Figure B.1: Software Business Model Framework (Schief, 2013).
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APPENDIX C. SOFTWARE BUSINESS MODEL FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS

Figure C.1: Explanation of the Software Business Model Framework cited from Schief (2013)
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APPENDIX D. OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE LICENSES

Figure D.1: Open Source Software Licenses (Lerner & Tirole, 2005)
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